The IRS is feeling the heat that Truth Attack and its allied organizations have been generating and is reacting by ramping up its criminal prosecutions, pursuing more abusive §6700 ‘gag order’ suits, and has even called in other agencies to assist in harassing and obstructing the flow of truth. [See “Neither snow nor rain ...” in the April 2008 Liberty Tree.] This response means that we are doing exactly what we need to be doing, because the squadron getting the most flak is always the one over the target. They aren’t afraid of us in court because they own the courts. So, what do we do? Well, they’re squirming and squealing just from our initial efforts, so let’s turn up the heat some more and see if we can turn their heads 360 degrees.

TRUTH ATTACK ANNOUNCES AMERICAN LIBERTY COUNCIL 2008!

The beast is on the run. It’s beginning to tremble and sweat, and that means it’s time to charge forward. Patriots have been fighting the growth and expansion of our bloated, power-crazed federal government for years, and we know that forcing the IRS to obey the law, and cease applying the income tax to those who are not liable for the tax, will not be easy. But we also know, and the rest of the Freedom Movement knows, that when we succeed in doing so, it will advance the entire movement a huge step forward, by gaining millions of grateful supporters and forcing Americans to accept the fact that our government cannot be trusted. All issues — taxes, gun rights, religious freedom, states’ rights, and on and on — benefit from every success in every quarter because the Freedom Movement is strengthened and the government is weakened.

We also know that if we in the Freedom Movement continue to fight as we have been fighting, the government will continue to grow stronger while we continue to grow weaker — losing ground as the government tramples our rights underfoot. The government has united its many agencies in its efforts against us, as seen by it’s newly formed “Tax-Defier Initiative.” It is way past time for the entire Freedom Movement to do the same as the Tax Honesty Community has already done — curl its easily broken fingers into a formidable fist.

We need to change what we do in order to change the result we get, and that is where TA’s AMERICAN LIBERTY COUNCIL 2008 comes in. Truth Attack is inviting all verified Freedom Movement organizations we can find to send representatives to Houston, Texas, on October 11, 2008, where TA will present for the first time its comprehensive plan to put the government back in its box — ONE TENTACLE AT A TIME. This plan begins with the unification of the Freedom Movement so that it can fight more effectively — not just together, but smarter.

The general concept is very simple. None of the groups, most of whom confine their efforts to a single issue, are strong enough to take on and

(Continued on page 2)
defeat the federal gang of bullies; but united, acting according to a well-reasoned and well-executed plan, a unified Freedom Movement can defeat one of the bullies, starting with the government’s Rottweiler, the IRS and its misapplication of the income tax to working families and households.

Once that’s accomplished, the new ‘gang’ in town — the People — both encouraged by success and reinforced in numbers (while conversely, the government’s credibility and financial resources dwindle), picks out another bully, the Federal Reserve. When we restore sound money, we move on to take out the rest of the alphabet soup — ATF, DOE, and so on. By this time, almost everyone will want to get involved in the Freedom Movement, and we will have the political means to purge Congress, replacing the usurpers with more Ron Pauls, until Congress once again recognizes and obeys the limits placed on them by the Constitution.

But until the last tentacle is crammed back into the box and the box securely nailed shut, none of our rights is safe and the job remains unfinished. That’s why the Freedom Movement MUST act as one, because every right is precious and every tentacle a threat, capable of destroying any and all of our rights.

Help make this council a success.

Truth Attack has assembled a mailing list of over 500 organizations and members of what is left of the free media. Almost 200 of those organizations are veterans’ groups that want in on the fight to restore what they have already sacrificed so much to preserve. Jim Cabaniss, who has been a tremendous help in making this Council happen, heads up AVIDD (American Veterans in Domestic Defense), a coalition of veterans’ organizations which is likewise putting all its weight behind the Council. Even Ron Paul has expressed his support for the Council’s concept and plan.

But there are many more organizations out there that need to receive an invitation to this historic assembly of all the “tribes.” If you know of any such organizations, please send us as much information on them as you can: web sites, contact persons, their issues and especially their mailing addresses, so we can verify them and issue an invitation to them. Time is short, so please send your info to hq@truthattack.org today.

Help with the financial burden of hosting this Council.

TA is keeping the registration fee at a minimum in order to encourage as many groups as possible to participate, and so it will likely end up in the red. We think this expense is a very worthwhile investment, so, if you can, please contribute toward our investment.

Finally, Liberty Works Radio Network plays a vital role in TA’s overall plan and its specific tactical approach to putting the government back in its box. The American Revolution could not have succeeded without a free and dedicated press, spreading the truth, inspiring the population to stand up for its rights, lifting the morale and spirits of the troops. LWRN needs your help to get started. Become a member of the Liberty Works Radio Network Fellowship TODAY!
Note: The following update is an excerpt from an article about the government’s attack on Bill Benson for daring to distribute his research disputing the alleged ratification of the 16th Amendment. To get the full story, and to read the pleadings and other material, we urge you to go to http://jeffdickstein.com.

On November 16, 2004, the government sued Bill Benson to obtain an injunction to prohibit him from “falsely” telling people that the 16th Amendment was not in fact ratified, and to obtain the names and addresses of those who obtained his information. The government argued that under the Enrolled Bill Rule, the 16th Amendment was conclusively presumed ratified, and therefore his statements were false as a matter of law. In response, Bill submitted the facts showing that while the proposed amendment was declared ratified by Secretary of State Knox, less than three-fourths of the states had actually done so. Bill argued that Revised Statute 205, as applied under the facts he adduced, was unconstitutional, in that it amended the ratification procedure of Article V of the Constitution, by allowing amendment by presumption. Bill also argued that if the question were a political one, as declared in the Field, Leiser and Coleman cases, then his speech on the subject was political speech, and protected by the First Amendment. And finally, Bill argued that the refusal of the Court to allow Bill to present the facts to prove his statements were true violated

[T]he government may prosecute you for making false statements while preventing you from proving them true; speaking about a political question is prohibited; and due process of law no longer exists.

To order, send FRNs or totally blank POSTAL money order to:

SAPF, P.O. Box 91,
Westminster, MD 21158.

Be sure to specify number of copies and “LWRN DVD” in your order.

*Also includes over 40 minutes of interviews with endorsing Patriots.
due process of law. The court struck all of Bill’s facts from the record as irrelevant, and failed to address any of his other questions. On January 10, 2008, the court granted the government’s requested injunction.

Thus now, the government may prosecute you for making false statements while preventing you from proving them true; speaking about a political question is prohibited; and due process of law no longer exists. So ultimately, the decision of the Supreme Court in Marbury v. Madison is like the United States Constitution itself — mere words on a piece of paper to be disregarded at will. The only bright spot is that we convinced the court that the names and addresses sought by the government were protected. The government’s attorney advised us, however, they intend to appeal the decision in order to obtain them.

All of the relevant pleadings in Bill Benson’s case may be viewed on my website: http://jeffdickstein.com. Bill is 81 years old, in poor health, and without funds. I have been representing him for free and I have been living on donations. We need your help to continue the attack on tyranny. So long as we continue to fight, there is hope. Donations may be made from my website through PayPal, or mailed to, and made payable to, me. My mailing address is also on my website.

Whether you agree with Bill Benson or not, this litigation is not about one of us being right or wrong. This litigation is about preserving YOUR freedom from ever-increasing government tyranny. It is about your right to even have an opinion and express it without fear of government retaliation. Our country is in serious distress, as we now have East German-like checkpoints at our airports, and wholesale government disrespect of, and contempt for, our Constitution. Ben Franklin said during another time of intolerable governmental action: "We must all hang together or, most assuredly, we shall all hang separately." Please support this litigation and make a donation to support those who have taken a front line position to defend liberty for all of us.

This DVD is a MUST-SEE for EVERYONE!

As the police powers of government continue to grow, unchecked by the judiciary, it is imperative to memorize and practice the principles of this presentation. Recently posted to the Internet and downloaded from youtube, the videos here were put on DVD so that some not able to see them on the Internet can benefit from viewing this excellent presentation.

SAPF is NOT selling this DVD, we are only asking for a donation to cover the expenses of burning and mailing the DVD. Please send your request and donation to:

SAPF, P.O. Box 91, Westminster, MD 21157.

You can view these videos at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8z7NC5sgik
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08fZQWjDVKE&feature=related